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Abstract
We introduceARCA23K, an Automatically Retrieved and Curated Audio dataset
comprised of 23 727 labelled Freesound clips. ARCA23K was created to study
real-world label noise, a phenomenon that is prevalent in datasets that lack
manual verification. The ARCA23K dataset was constructed in such a way so
as to facilitate the study of label noise in a controlled manner. To characterise
the noise present in the dataset, we conducted listening tests. Experiments
were also carried out to examine the impact of label noise on training a deep
neural network. This includes comparisons to synthetic label noise.

1. Motivation
• Many annotated audio clips are available on the web (e.g. Freesound).
• These clips can be assigned labels using an automated procedure.
• Manual verification of labels is costly. We can skip manual verification, but this

means labelling errors (label noise) may be present.
• Understanding the impact of label noise on learning is important.
• Existing ’webly-labelled’ datasets such as FSDKaggle2018 and FSDnoisy18k

have not been designed for studying label noise in a controlled manner.
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By substituting a
proportion of the clips
in ARCA23K-FSD with
clips in ARCA23K, the

resulting dataset's
noise rate can be

artificially controlled.

For every audio clip in
ARCA23K-FSD, there

is a corresponding
clip in ARCA23K with

the same label.

2. Retrieval and Curation

• Two datasets were curated: ARCA23K and ARCA23K-FSD.
• Both datasets contain 23727 audio clips (training/validation/test split) that

each belong to one of 70 classes.
• ARCA23K-FSD is the ‘clean’ (manually verified) counterpart of ARCA23K.

It is a single-label subset of FSD50K.
• To create ARCA23K, audio clips were retrieved from Freesound.org using a
keyword-based retrieval algorithm.

• The keywords used to retrieve the clips were derived from the (AudioSet)
labels that would eventually be assigned to the clips.

• A subset of the audio clips deemed relevant were used to create ARCA23K.
• Download Page: http://zenodo.org/record/5117901
• Source code: https://github.com/tqbl/arca23k-dataset

3. Listening Tests

• Listening tests were carried out to characterise the label noise.
• Three individuals listened to 100 randomly sampled clips each.
• They were asked to classify them as either present and predominant (PP),

present but not predominant (PNP), not present (NP), or Unsure (U).
• If PNP or NP, they further had to classify the sound as in-vocabulary (IV) or

out-of-vocabulary (OOV). PP clips are necessarily IV.
• The noise rate was estimated to be (46.4± 4.8)%.
• 79.5% of the clips were found to be OOV =⇒ Open-set label noise.
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Table 1: Estimates of the proportion of ARCA23K clips that are
PP/PNP/NP. The percentage of clips marked ‘Unsure’ is 1 %.

PP PNP NP

IV (52.7±5.8)% (2.3±1.3)% (8.7±3.5)%
OOV N/A (1.3±0.7)% (33.3±5.6)%

not to determine label accuracy in general but to demonstrate that it
is comparable to approaches used for existing datasets. In Section
3.3, we evaluate the accuracy of the labels by manually verifying a
subset of the ARCA23K dataset.

3.2. Curation

After labelling the candidate Freesound clips using the retrieval
algorithm, we used a threshold of τ = 0.5 to discard clips with a low
relevance score. All clips belonging to the FSD50K dataset were also
discarded to prevent any overlap. The number of retrieved clips at
this point totalled almost 170 k. Next, the number of clips per class
was reduced to match ARCA23K-FSD, since our aim is to create
a dataset that mirrors ARCA23K-FSD. This was done by selecting
a random sample of the correct size from each class. For seven
of the classes, there was an insufficient number of clips to match
the ARCA23K-FSD dataset, so the clips belonging to these classes
were dropped altogether. The same was done for ARCA23K-FSD,
resulting in 70 classes in total for both datasets.

3.3. Noise Rate Estimation

In this section, we describe how noise rates were estimated for
the ARCA23K dataset and present the results. The noise rate is
defined as the percentage of incorrectly labelled audio clips in the
dataset. Similar to Fonseca et al. [5], we categorise clips as either
‘Present and predominant’ (PP), ‘Present but not predominant’ (PNP),
‘Not present‘ (NP), and ‘Unsure’ (U). The reader is referred to the
original work for detailed definitions [5]. PNP and NP are further
split based on whether the other sounds are in-vocabulary (IV) or
out-of-vocabulary (OOV). For example, NP/OOV means that at least
one OOV sound can be identified in the clip.

The noise rate of the dataset was estimated by selecting a random
subset of the dataset and performing listening tests. We selected
100 clips for the sample and repeated the experiment three times
with replacement. Each sample was processed by a different listener,
i.e. three listeners participated. The first three authors of this paper
carried out the tests. They were trained by familiarising themselves
with the classes, which involved reading the class descriptions and
listening to example clips. They were also able to listen to example
clips during the test and confer with each other4.

The results are presented in Table 1. The noise rate can be
calculated by excluding the sounds categorised as U. When PNP
sounds are considered as incorrect, the noise rate was found to be
(46.4±4.8)% (95% confidence interval). When PNP sounds are
considered as correct, the noise rate was found to be (42.4±4.1)%.
Based on the results in Table 1, 75.9 % of incorrectly labelled clips
are OOV. For many of the NP clips, we were able to identify them as
NP from the tags and description alone5, meaning that the labelling
errors were the fault of the retrieval algorithm; some were simple

4In practice, listeners only conferred when they were unsure.
5All clips were listened to in their entirety nonetheless.

mistakes, while others required understanding the context, which a
keyword-based retrieval algorithm cannot infer. In other cases, the
uploaders’ annotations were misleading or incorrect. This was more
prevalent with classes such as Whoosh, swoosh, swish, which
are more open to interpretation without an agreed-upon definition.
Finally, we observed that many of the OOV sounds were quite similar
in sound to the IV classes. For example, 462351.wav, labelled as
Acoustic guitar, contains sounds of a guitar string being strummed,
but it is too distorted to belong to any of the guitar classes.

4. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe the experiments that were carried out and
present the results. Systems are evaluated using the accuracy and the
mean average precision (mAP). The mAP is approximately equal
to the area under the precision-recall curve; a higher value indicates
better performance. We ran each experiment five times and provide
95% confidence intervals for the scores.

4.1. System

The machine learning model used in our experiments is an 11-layer
convolutional neural network based on the VGG13 architecture [17].
Our model differs from VGG13 in that it uses batch normalisation
[18] and only one fully-connected layer instead of three, as we found
multiple fully-connected layers to be unhelpful.

The model was trained with mel-spectrogram inputs. Prior to
computing the mel-spectrograms, the audio was downsampled from
44.1 kHz to 32 kHz, which reduced the audio’s data rate without
significantly affecting the results. The mel-spectrograms were then
computed using a 32 ms frame length, a 16 ms hop length, and 64
mel bins per frame. Finally, the amplitudes of the mel-spectrograms
were scaled logarithmically.

Since the audio clips in both datasets vary in duration, we padded
the clips with silence. Instead of padding to a single fixed length, we
used three different lengths: 5 seconds, 15 seconds, and 30 seconds.
The least amount of padding was applied to each clip, e.g. a clip less
than 5 seconds would be padded to 5 seconds. When selecting clips
for a mini-batch, only clips of the same length were allowed. Without
this multi-length approach, each clip would have to be padded to the
maximum length, which would greatly increase training times.

The model was trained for 50 epochs using the cross-entropy
loss function and the AdamW optimiser [19] with a learning rate of
0.0005, which was decayed by 10 % every two epochs. We used
a batch size of 64, 32, and 16 for 5-, 15-, and 30-second clips,
respectively. By using different batch sizes, and given the memory
constraints, we were able to significantly improve training times and
even the classification accuracy. During inference, we averaged the
predictions of the top three epochs in order to reduce volatility.

4.2. Adding Noise

In addition to training with the ARCA23K datasets, we also added
synthetic label noise to the ARCA23K-FSD dataset, which allows us
to compare synthetic label noise to the real-world label noise present
in ARCA23K. The synthetic label noise is closed-set rather than
open-set. Let k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} represent the class associated with an
instance, where K = 70 is the number of classes. To add synthetic
noise, we selected a proportion, ρ, of training examples and changed
the class k of each selected example to

(k + i) mod K, (4)

4. Experiments

• An 11-layer convolutional network was trained with mel-spectrogram inputs.
• To examine the effects of label noise, we compared the model’s performance

when trained on ARCA23K (noisy) and ARCA23K-FSD (clean).
• Two types of synthetic noise were also compared: uniform and class-conditional

label noise. The noise rate was set to match ARCA23K’s noise rate.
• The results show that the label noise present in ARCA23K has a significant effect

on learning. The mAP score dropped by 14%.
• The synthetic instances of noise were far more detrimental, however.
• The graph on the right measures performance as the noise rate is varied from
0 to 0.45. It can be seen that the label noise in ARCA23K has a very different
profile compared to synthetic label noise. ARCA23K-FSD ARCA23K Uniform Noise Conditional Noise
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